2001 volvo s70

The Volvo S70 was a compact executive car produced by Volvo Cars from [16] to The S70 was
replaced with the Volvo S Introduced in Europe in late for the model year and later in the U.
Changes included a redesigned front end with new lights, fully colour-coded bumpers and side
trim, and clear indicator lenses for the rear lights, as well as a redesigned interior. According to
Volvo, a total of changes were made. Trim levels varied for each market as did the equipment
levels of the most basic trims. In the United States, the badging denoted the engine variant and
to some extent the equipment level, whereas in Europe engine and options could be chosen
individually. On all markets more powerful versions usually received better or upgraded
standard equipment. The T5 and R were the series high-performance models. For model year a
minor facelift was introduced. Apart from very minor cosmetic changes, such as a slightly
different Volvo badge on the front grille and US models now being equipped with side markers
on the front fenders, most changes were done to the mechanicals. Volvo introduced its second
generation side airbag which increased in volume to offer better protection. New engine
management systems with drive-by-wire replaced the mechanical throttle on all turbo engines
as well as bringing with them an upgraded traction control. Now including throttle as well as
brake intervention it was renamed STC. The ABS was upgraded from a three-channel to a
four-channel system, all-wheel drive models received thicker rear discs and redesigned rear
calipers. All automatic transmissions were now equipped with adaptive shift-logic, replacing the
previous 3-mode selection. A starter interlock was added to models with manual transmissions.
For model year a new 5-speed automatic transmission with adaptive shift-logic was introduced.
It was only available on non turbo front-wheel drive models. The 10V engine variants were
dropped and replaced by detuned 20V versions, drive-by-wire throttle was now also introduced
for non turbo models. With the S70 Volvo wagon continued to offer a mid-size saloon. With a
variety of models and options it was well received but was outsold by its estate variant the V
Specialised versions for the fleet market, such as a taxi and police variant, were now available
from the factory. Notable uses of police S70's were by some British highway patrol forces [23]
and even some North American police forces. From model year to a S70 AWD was offered. An
S70 'R' [28] version was introduced in for the model year [1] and offered the highest
performance of all S70 models. Only FWD versions were produced. The model was only
available in Europe and few select other countries. Further styling touches were a special front
bumper, blue gauge faces for the instrument cluster, the option to have the car in a R specific
colour and a choice of unique 16" or 17" alloy wheels. Standard equipment was substantially
upgraded over normal models with few options available such as a trunk mounted CD-changer,
RTI navigation system or an upgraded stereo system. Production ended with the model year.
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Country. I really love this car. The seats are very comfortable. The car is so quiet, you can
actually hear the car stereo, which is excellent. The car is very quick, it is like a Porsche wagon.
It has a very good amount of space and some of storage solutions are very good and
innovative. Its had a few issues here and there but if you do your own work and don't mess it up
like I did it's not to expensive. I've heard about trans issues but if your careful it should be fine.
They also can have issues with the rear hatch harness, also easy to fix, I'd recommend leaving
the two 90 degree bends in the rear pillar unclipped to keep it from reoccurring. I've gotten a lot
of compliments on the car and it's been incredibly comfy on long drives. It's not a sports car by
any stretch but it can get out of its way. It rides a little firmer than most luxury cars as volvos
seem to always do but they do pay off with good road holding. I love this car. Volvo's are, like
most European cars for people who like to drive. Despite being needlessly burdened with a 4wd
system, riding 3" too high , and having lbs of extra weight, this car actually handles
competently. I do my own work on the car so repair costs aren't really an issue but if you had to
have it worked on it would be pretty expensive to maintain properly. It is certainly more
expensive to run than a Kia Sorento which is because it is not a Kia Sorento. I like the fact that
everything is heavy duty, even the leather on the seats is surprisingly thick. This car looks
amazing and is a very safe family car. The interior is beautiful and well set up. I did find that
some plastic parts broke pretty easily though. I bought this car when it was about six years old.

I put very few miles on it but spent a lot of money on repairs. The heater core leaked due to
being a mix of aluminum and plastic. At the cost of this I opted to send it to the scrap yard. Car
looked great but the repair was more than it was worth. I bought this car in January for my first
Big investment to keep my growing family safe. I was sold the car with several things wrong
without prior knowledge. The vehicle had an oil leak pretty significant and the back wiper blade
refused to function along with the back hatch having electrical issues. The passenger door just
stopped working and the check engine light came on 2 days after buying it due to a
"thermostat" code. The transmission seems weird at times, almost like it doesn't shift correctly.
Mine has the "slap shift" option which may have something to do with it? This Volvo is a beast
in the snow, rain, climbing mountains and handles great in all. This vehicle deserves 10 out of 5
stars for safety! I firmly beleive if I was in another vechicle our circumstances would have been
much worse. We were re-ended in March, hit so hard that it knocked us into the car in front of
us! Needless to say my Volvo took the hit like a champion and saved my husband, son,
grandmother, and myself from serious injury. Sadly it was a total loss to damages, however I
will buy another volvo new year to replace it! Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the V View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. V70 model: All V70
models 2. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Pros comfort appearance
safety seats driving experience ride quality towing off-roading spaciousness. Items per page:.
Write a review See all V70s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the V Sign Up. Make Model Year.
Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. You're going
to love our great looking Volvo V70 Wagon presented in Black. Powered by a reliable 2. This
Front Wheel Drive rewards you with up to 25mpg on the highway and shows off its elegant body
styling that's accented by distinct wheels, a roof rack, and a sunroof! Inside our V70, you will
find features you desire. Volvo is full of safety features, including airbags, ABS, and accident
avoidance features to keep you safe. Hurry in for a test drive today, a car like this V70 is sure to
find a fresh home quickly. Print this page and call us Now Buyer confidence is more important
than ever these days which is why we at Best Auto of Manassas INC have the title records to
prove this car is a one-owner vehicle. With only , miles on the odometer, you can be assured of
many years of great service ahead. Looking for power? Look no further! This 2. The 2. The sport
wheels and road hugging suspension make handling those curves a breeze. From bumper to
bumper this car has been thoroughly inspected and is working perfectly thanks to our
comprehensive multi-point inspection that we perform on every vehicle that we sell. From first
glance you will appreciate the sheer beauty of an impeccable exterior. One way to judge how
well a car has been cared for and that is how clean the interior is. This one is nothing less than
impeccable. We also provide a free CARFAX report on this and every car we sell assuring you of
complete satisfaction when buying a car from us. Still not sure? Ask about our extended
warranty. Not a single dent or scratch! Runs and drives great! Well maintained. Perfect family
vehicle. Perfect first car! For fastest response please call Kevin at Visit Prestigious Auto online
at Description: Used Volvo V70 2. This beautiful One Owner V70 R has been exceptionally taken
care of and is in pristine condition. The thrill and experience you get driving this car will be one
you cant forget. The powerful 2. If you are looking for a car that is a time piece, sporty, and will
give you a smile every time you start the engine, then look no further. This is your car! Call or
Text today to schedule a showing for this beautiful time piece. Come in and bid to get crazy
deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before
you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own mechanic for
inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission and Gas I5 2. Don't wait, this Volvo
won't last long! Please call us today at to see this or any of our vehicles we have here on our
lot. Thank you for looking! Financing Available Regardless of your credit history or situation.
Trade-Ins welcome! There are some great extended service Contracts available for this vehicle,
please inquire for rates, terms and coverage details. Easy Financing options for everyone. We
certify every vehicle for our confidence and yours, in order to offer these exclusive warranties. If
you don't like it, bring it back, exchange it, that simple. At Rollit we don't pay our staff of
transportation advisers commission. So feel free to shop without pressure, they are here to
help, that's all. Rollit Motors is founded on trust, integrity, and respect. We are proud to offer
these values in our sales and business practices so our customers keep coming back. The
vehicles on our lot have the best prices and quality in the area, so come by and see us today!
Odometer is miles below market average! No hidden fees!!! No add ons!! For fastest response
and best service please call Kevin at Here are a few details for this. Black Volvo V70 2. FWD
5-Speed 2. If you're looking for one of the safest vehicles ever made, look no further!!! This
Volvo V70 Carry All is a 1-owner, Clean CafFax example with automatic transmission, power
windows, door locks, tilt steering wheel and cruise control. If you've never driven a V70 Volvo,
please come in and experience one of the most luxurious seats in the industry Description:

Used Volvo V70 3. One Owner. No Accidents. Two Keys. Amazing Service History. Super Clean.
Our dealership specializes in numerous top-name brands including high-line vehicles. Our
customers are entirely important. We understand that without YOUR satisfaction, we wouldn't
be able to stay true to our name. Quality is key, and service goes hand-in-hand, with Exclusive
Motors. We believe quality is the most important service we can provide, so all of our vehicles
go through a rigorous multi-point inspection to ensure proper function for years to come. All
vehicles are re-serviced by us, and when we say service, we're not just doing an oil change.
Just see what our customers have to say by checking out our reviews for our two locations in
Roseville! You'll be glad you came in, We Promise! Financing is offered and we will help you get
qualified. We reserve the right to mak
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e changes without notice and are not responsible for errors or omissions. All prices exclude
government fees and taxes, any finance charges, and any emissions test charge. Always verify
vehicle information with your sales representative before purchase. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Trim 2. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 12 Manual 1. Engine
Type Gas 8. Cylinders 5 cylinders 6 6 cylinders 2. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. New Listing. No accidents. Price Drop.
Showing 1 - 17 out of 17 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I really love this car. The seats are
very comfortable. The car is so quiet, you can actually hear the car stereo, which is excellent.
The car is very quick, it is like a Porsche wagon. Sign Up.

